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Driving a BMW
shouldn't mean you
have to spend a
fortune on repair bills.
Judging from the repair bills you get from some BMW mechanics,
they must think you're made of money. You won't have that
problem at Strictly BMW. Our prices are reasonable1
1
and our work is top-quality.
' ~
With our ASE-certified Master Technicians, state-of- '
the-art equipment, and computerized access to all factory service bulletins, we'll save you time and
money by making sure your repairs are
done right the first time. And with our
~
extensive inventory of factory parts, we'll
have you back on your wheels again before
you know it!
As a get-to know-you special, save 1Oo/o up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through October 31, 1995, new
customers only. We'll even
provide free shuttle service!
So call us today at 747-6044.
2111 140th Ave. NE, Bellevue, WA 98005
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Calendar

September 29 Deadline for the October Zundfolge.

September 29 Track Day at Bremerton. The last blast until next
year! Call Dan Alvis at 206-582-0803 for
information.

Zundfolge Editors
Lucetta and David Lightfoot

Track Events
Dan Alvis
8318 Northway S.W.
Tacoma, WA 98498
582-0803

Special Events
Al Lancaster
27820 37th Ave. S.
Auburn, WA 98001
854-4100

October 5

Board Meeting hosted by Bellevue BMW. Time
is 6:00.

October 28

Winter Detailing hosted by Bradley's.

November 18 Champagne Tasting. Try a half dozen champagnes and see if you can tell the difference.
Registration information next month.

November 29 Bellevue BMW Open House. Meet the new manPast President
Paul Touby
3517 S. 8th
Tacoma, WA 98405
752-7549

agement and (hopefully) see a Z3 roadster.

BMW ACA events are partially supported by a generous
grant from BMW of Nor th America, Inc.

Charity Project Update
by Gary Parr
Our project started off very successfully, raising over $800 at the concours.
However, since that time our progress has
slowed. We need your help to make this
club undertaking successful. The first
race (October 14th at Portland) is fast
approaching. I encourage all of you to
become involved in our effort to provide
much needed support to Northwest
Harvest. Our last race at Sears Point in
November will conclude the project. At
that time we will be collecting all
donations and pledges and present them
to Northwest Harvest. That being the start
of the holiday season, I can't think of a
better time to help some of our area's
hungry families.
We are asking for private donations as
well as from businesses, so if you own a
business, you can donate on behalf of
your company. Ask your friends, family
members or co-workers to participate.
You may be surprised by the response.
Just think, if every one got one more
person to donate we could double our
contribution to this deserving charity.
To my knowledge this is the first
charity project our club has undertaken.
As President I am asking all of our
members to become involved in our
quest. This is an opportunity for you to
participate in your club's effort to provide
support to our community. If you have
any questions or comments please contact
me at 206-922-4378 days or 206-4724505. Let's make this happen.

Entertainment '96
Once again the Club will be selling
the famous Entertainment Books to help
raise funds. These books are great ways
to save money on a wide variety of
things. You can get discounts on dining
in a range of restaurants from family fast
food types to fine, intimate dining for
special occasions. These are also
discounts on tickets for sporting events,
movies, the zoo and other leisure time
activities. There are travel discounts on
lodging, airline tickets, car rentals, and
more. The books can be useful tools for
families on a budget, college students
away from home, and business people
looking for ways to reduce expenses. To
reserve one of these books please call
Bob or Barbara Paisley at 454-3486,
between 5:00 and 9:30 pm weekdays.
The price for the books is unchanged
from last year at $40, a real bargain. The
supply of books will be limited, so get
your orders in early.

r-------------------------,
YES! I will help the BMW ACA "Race for Food".

A. I pledge___ per lap far each lap completed during the three Endures.
B. I prefer to donate a fixed amount of $. _____ without regard to the
number of laps completed.

I understand that all of the amount contributed will be given to the charity designated by BMW ACA Puget Sound Chapter.
Please print:
Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State - - - - - - Phone._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send to: BMW ACA Charity Event
c/o Roger Wales
2515 140th Pl. S.E.
Mill Creek, WA 98012

L-------------------------~
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Mirror Glaze Professional Line

Synthetic Lubricants & Additives

Professional Halogen Lamp Systems

Available along with other fine quality products & service from

Horton
~'gerformance
872-4559
8603 South 212th

~Kent,

WA

Located just off the 212th exit on Hwy. 167

4§!;>e

Open 8 to 7
Sat 9 to 4

':ff><>

10% Discount to BMW Club Members

~
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Stalls
By Thomas B. Nast
Calculating the Future
Although this club was originally
built around the 2002, it will be hard for
most of you to accept how rudimentary
these cars really were. It's not as if the
tires were made of stone (although
Michelin XAS tires ran a close second)
and the owner's manual was printed on
papyrus, but there are reasons why they
don't build 'em like they used to. To see
what will grow in the future, one does
well to look at the roots.
The 2002 had one camshaft and a
carburetor. It had a distributor with
points on it. (Remember points?) It did
not have air conditioning or ventilation
that worked worth a damn. It did not
have a catalytic converter, ABS brakes,
rack-and-pinion steering or traction
control at all. Operation of the sunroof
and windows required a repetitive
circular motion of the arm and wrist; the
antenna went up and down with a more
linear version of the same. Best of all,
don't take my word for it, there was not
a single computer in the car. So they
were light, agile cars, wonderful for
street, track and autocross, and were
responsive to any number of easily
obtained modifications. A perfect
nucleus for any club.
The 2002 was also a common enemy.
These cars had some phenomenal
weaknesses, some of which BMW never
really cured. The old Porsche-type
synchromesh is an excellent example,
with an average synchro life span of
about 40,000 miles. Through club
contacts, you could have these changed
under a shade tree (with Datsun synchros, no less) for about half price. Other
soft spots, to name a few, included
rocker arms and shafts, transmission
output shaft/flange, differential spider
gears (still failing like crazy to this day),
cracking/folding engine mounts, and
door brakes whose life span was shorter
than that of the common fruit fly.
The club provided a forum for
sharing the lore and resources to
economically contend with such challenges. For example, I could pick up the

4
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phone and call a resident guru:
"Michael, all I did was start the car,
honest, and the oil filter blew off the
engine and left a gallon of oil on the
garage floor. What should I do?" And an
enlightening answer would ensue, such
as, "Put kitty litter on the oil to soak it
up. I'll leave a bolt-on filter and bracket
on the back porch, just use it until we
can replace your oil pump."
Unfortunately, BMW fixed the oil
pump, the synchros, the output flanges,
the rocker arms and shafts, etc. (even the
metallic paint no longer blows off the
cars at high speed), so owners of the
newer generations of BMWs really don't
need a club for these reasons. Which is
not to say the BMW has not had its
share of post-2002 boners, but they are
relatively few and often best left to the
dealer. What most owners ask about in
the newer cars is the computers. What
today brings is a telephone call like this:
"Mike, I washed the engine bay in my
533i, and it wouldn't start afterwards.
The wires and cap are all dry, but there's
no spark. Should I replace the computer?" To which Mike illumes, "See if
there is B+ at pin 42. If there is, just put
your 'scope between pin 36 and ground
and look for a square wave of five volts
at about 200 hertz while cranking. I
think you have water in a connector,
probably the one that goes through the
manifold bracket, from the flywheel
pickup sensor. Pull it apart and take a
look in there."
In fact, we have reached the point
where we need one club member
assigned to each computer in the BMW
lineup, and a president who is in charge
of counting the computers when a new
model comes out. With the advent of the
850, which even controls the windshield
wiper tension by computer, there is a
pressing need to expand the club so there
are as many members as there are
computers. It is unfair to expect a
member to master two computers, unless
s/he was already a programmer. And
programmers drive Toyota Tercel
wagons, not BMWs, and Toyotas have

computers of their own, so we cannot
expect programmers to join our club. As
long as BMW adds computers, we need
to add members.
The distant future, of course, should
bring with it a reduction in the number
of computers, instead of the current
spiraling increase. Eventually, BMW
will realize that the only way to have a
real driving experience anymore (at least
in an urban setting) is to simulate it. It
will install a virtual reality computer at
each dealership, on which prospective
customers can "test drive" the cars. This
will prove so popular that new, more
exciting simulations will be created, and
virtual reality time will be sold by the
minute to all comers, even to pedestrians
who drive to the dealership in Subarus.
Virtual reality becomes so profitable the
BMW stops building cars with less than
twelve cylinders and devotes its production capacity to simulators. The many
computers running a BMW will be
supplanted by one computer running a
simulator.
The club BBS will be an active forum
by this time. "Sysop: I found an intriguing bug in your PIR.Fl sim. If you set
the bit at F812.0005 to I and take turn
three in fifth gear instead of seventh, you
pick up 10 mph and 0.2 seconds. I don't
know why, but suspect it thinks the 4WD
is on.
Kind of makes me want to install a
calculator on the dash of the old 2002,
just so I won't miss the fun.

(This column originally appeared in
the June 1991 Zundfolge. C:!Nast.95
will return next month.)

The 318ti Headquarters of the Northwest
Four Acres of New BMWs

"Our goal is your
complete satisfaction"

13617 Northup Way NE
Bellevue, WA 98009
(206) 643-4544
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by David Lightfoot

Most of you know that the Monterey
of his designs.
Weekend is the world's best collection of
Giugiaro is probably the most
car events jammed into three days. I'll
successful and prolific automobile
tell you about this year's events, and
designer ever. He is also the designer
BMW items of interest in a moment. But
who did the BMW Ml. A beautiful
if you're not
interested in
what happened
this year, but
you are
interested in
when BMW is
going to be the
featured
marque at the
Monterey
Histories, then
skip to the last
section of this
article. We've
got a major
scoop for you.
The Monterey Weekend :
consists of
three major
events and a
lot of minor
Rug Cunningham's M1 in the Giugiaro display.
events thrown in. The Monterey Historic
white Ml owned by Rug Cunningham
Races take place for three days, Friday,
was shown. -Giugiaro commented that
Saturday and Sunday. This year's racing
the Ml was a very traditional design,
was on August 18-20. Traditionally on
which BMW had insisted on.
Sunday, the Pebble Beach Concours
To show what could be done with
dElegance is held. Both the historic
races and the concours are the top events
of their kind worldwide.
A new tradition is the Concours
Italiana on Friday. This event is organized by Mercer Island's Frank
Mandarano. It is much less stuffy and
formal than Pebble Beach and has
become huge.

current BMW mechanicals, Giugiaro has
done three BMW show cars based on
850CSi mechanicals. The first was the
Nazca Ml2 which was followed by the
Nazca C2. The most recent car is the
Nazca C2 Spyder, which
was at Concours Italiana.
The Nazca is a fully
engineered prototype. In
fact, Fabrizio Giugiaro,
Giorgetto's son, was
driving it around sporting
Washington state dealer
plates!
For 1996, the featured
designer will be Bertone.

BMW Reception
Friday night there was a
reception held at the
offices of Ken Whitson in
Monterey. Ken is the
Pacific Zone Vice President of BMW CCA. The
Golden Gate chapter does
a great job of coordinating
BMW Club activities
within the Monterey
Weekend. Besides the reception at Ken's
office, they put together a corral for the
three days of the Monterey Histories.
Ken's engineering firm is doing all of
the re-design work for modifications to

Concours ltaliana
The Concours Italiana was expanded
this year. Now there is a separate
Concours Internationale that includes
non-Italian marques. There was a nice
display of vintage BMW including
several coupes, a 328 and Pat deWin's
beautiful Tisa vintage racer. Keith and
Kelly Wollenberg from our club showed
their 2002tii Touring.
The featured designer this year was
Giorgetto Giugiaro of Italdesign. About
25 of Giugiaro's street and show cars
were on display. Later, in a drive
through, Giugiaro commented on many
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The Nazca C2 Spyder: this is what the 850 could have been .

This 328 is owned by Jim Smith.

all museum pieces and incredible.
The featured marque was RollsRoyce and there were numerous Rolls
from the classic era. The factory even
brought in the original Silver Ghost.
This car has over 500,000 miles and is
beautiful with silver paint and sterling
silver trim, instead of chrome.
The concours also had a special class
for Iso cars. There were examples of all
the beautiful and exotic Iso sportscars.
But all these fancy cars were paid for by
Iso selling the manufacturing rights for
the Isetta to BMW. Right in the middle
of Pebble Beach sat a little Iso Isetta.
My favorite car at Pebble Beach was
entered by former club member, David
Smith. David used to have two Mls (one
for the track, one for show, of course).
David has been busy buying, selling and
restoring Ferraris the last few years. But
the car he entered at Pebble Beach was a
Bugatti Type 57. The car was black and
yellow. Unfortunately, it drew such a
crowd, I couldn't get a clear photo of it.
After I finished talking to David about
the car, Jay Leno talked to him for about
half an hour.

The Big Scoop
Now for the big news. For years we
BMW enthusiasts have longed for BMW
to be the featured marque at the
Monterey Histories. Attempts have been
made but all have failed, often leaving a
bitter taste for both sides. Last year,

A beautiful 3.0CSL displayed at Concours Italians.

Laguna Seca. It's fun to see the topographical models on the PCs.
Ken and Cliff Billett did an enormous
amount of work to allow others to enjoy
the events of the Monterey Weekend.
Thanks to Ken, Cliff and others of the
Golden Gate chapter for all their efforts.
Well done!

Monterey Histories
Saturday is the biggest day for the
Histories since there are no conflicts
with other events. The Golden Gate
chapter and the Coupe Register had a
combined corral with about 200 BMWs,
including about 70 2.8 and 3.0-liter
coupes.
The featured marque at Monterey this

year was Lotus. Not as spectacular as
Ferrari last year, but the factory did
bring over the Formula 1 winning cars
and the Lotus that won the Indy 500. We
were also treated to the sight of Loti
broken down on the roads all over the
Monterey Peninsula.
Saturday night the Coupe Register put
together a outdoor dinner at a beautiful
lodge in the Carmel Valley. Thanks to
Carl Nelson and others for this lovely
evening.

Pebble Beach
The Pebble Beach Concours
dElegance is the world's best. It is also
formal, stuffy, crowded and expensive
($40). And well worth it all. The cars are

Frank Mandarano interviews Giorgetto
Giugiaro about the
BMW M1 in the foreground.
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issue - Steve Earle thinks BMW's
history is fine. The money is no
longer a problem because Chrysler
has signed on as the event's
"presenting sponsor." This is an
ongoing arrangement that cures
any financial problems for the
event.
Steve Earle said he doesn't have
any hard feelings towards anyone
at BMW. But he's never put a deal
together with the American arm of
any European manufacturer. The
only way to get BMW to be the
featured marque is to have the
factory involved, that is, BMW
AG.
1

I

Fabrizio Giugiaro, responsible for the BMW-based Nazcas.

Enter Mr. Christain Eich, head
of BMW Mobile Tradition. Mobile
Tradition is the branch of the
factory responsible for maintaining
BMW's historical cars. Mr. Eich
was at Monterey, representing
BMW AG, and met with Steve
Earle. Mr. Earle likes him. And Mr.
Eich can supply all the cars for a
great show. With the financial side
taken care of by Chrysler, Steve
Earle's main concern is putting on
a great show. Mr. Eich can commit
the factory to bringing all the
hardware.
Mr. Eich had two traveling
companions. They were the head

BMW Corral at Laguna Secs.

BMW NA M Brand manager Eric
Wensberg was at Monterey specifically
to negotiate a deal for 1996 with Steve
Earle. Mr. Earle controls the Monterey
Histories. The hope was to tie in the Z3
roadster and BMW's race history for the
'96 event. Unfortunately, negotiations
broke down.
Several problems have surfaced that
have caused problems in the past. First,
it has been rumored that Steve Earle
does not consider BMW's race history to
be sufficiently rich. Second, the featured
manufacturer is expected to contribute a
lot of money to the event. And finally,
there have been problems getting a
commitment from the factory to bring
the significant race cars to the event.
I have it on good authority that
almost all these problems have been
solved. BMW's race history is not at
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The original Silver Ghost on Display at the Lodge at Pebble Beach.

of PR for Porsche AG and the head of the Porsche
factory museum! So what have these three
Germans and Steve Earle cooked up? Well, it's not
a done deal, but it looks very good. Porsche will
be the featured marque for 1996. BMW will
probably be the featured marque in 1997. For
those that remember the 20th Anniversary of
BMW Motorsport in Florida in 1992, note that
1997 will mark the 25th or silver anniversary. A
perfect occasion for the biggest BMW race car
blowout ever.
Again, its not a sure thing, but start planning
for August, 1997. Remember, you saw it here first.

lsetta's Italian cousin:
the lso lsetta.

The owner of this Hippomobile managed to
park it at the Pebble Beach Lodge.

Parts for all BMW Models
Specializing in
2002 and Coupe Restoration

~41~

~\£±?

Call for Discount Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bilstein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NLA and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-81~4
FAX (619) 488-0972
RC Motorsport
CNPR/La Jolla Independent BMW
710 Turquoise Street• I.a Jolla, CA 92109
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The l§etta fr-()m t-iell
By Milo Johnston
Photos by Valerie Broach

This is where a frame-up restoration starts.

I purchased this vehicle in 1987 from a Seattle acquaintance,
Dave Schumate, who was bound for Art Design School in Los
Angeles. Dave was not anxious to part with the little red car and
if I recall correctly we went through two false alarm transactions
before he finally submitted to signing the title off. Not in operating condition at the time, I towed the ovular curiosity home and
kept it covered and untouched in my garage until 1992. At that
time I moved it across town to our Little Hammers shop space, an
industrial building in Interbay that I share with five other auto
enthusiasts.
Research time matched actual hands-on restoratioin hours when
the project began as I was a newcomer to the world of microcars.
Worldwide, BMW's Isetta is probably the most familiar of all
bubble cars, this due to the generous number of them exported
between 1955 and 1961. However, petrol-starved postwar Europe gave birth to dozens of other bathtub-sized motor-vehicle
oddities during the decade of the fifties. Amongst the Isetta's minuscule Deutschland cousins are the lesser known Heinkle Kabine,
Gogomobile, NSU Prinz and the three-wheeled torpedo-shaped
Messerschmitt.

from underneath. Support for the rear of the Isetta body as manufactured was almost non-existent as the frame itself all but terminates in the area forward of the rear axle near the engine and
transmission. At the factory, the body was constructed from three
sheet metal sections; two sides and a smaller rear section were
overlapped and spot welded leaving two highly visible seams on
the rear fenders. I chose to eliminate these unsightly seams and
called upon my shopmate, Ted Atkins (Cooper Formula MarkV), for his professional metal skills. Paddled lead was filed and
sculpted to form a smooth and graceful curve at the rear body.
Body preparations were not unlike that for any other automobile and can be summarized as paint stripping, sandblasting, metal
prepping chemicals, powder coating, primers DP-40, DP-50, DP90, K-200, reams of various sandpapers and countless hours of
time. During this stage of the project I had another Little Hammers shopmate, Brian Doan (Sunbeam Tiger), to thank for his
insistence upon quality finish work leading to the final prep. A
completed car is only as good as the body preparation preceding
final paint.

No Ordinary Isetta
My original intent when reconstructing the car had been to not
reproduce it exactly as it had left the factory, but to selectively
omit or replace details leaving the basic silhouette and design
untampered. Isettas bound for export to the U.S. had been burdened with clumsy looking nerf bars, large sealed-beam headlights and out-of-proportion taillights to adhere to goofy American safety requirements. I altered some of these features with the
help of Harley Davison, Lucas, Citroen and Austin Mini components. When it came to selecting a color I was not about to repaint the car the most common of the limited Isetta colors . ..

Restoration
Although careful while dismantling the car, I was still fearful
of marring or destroying pieces difficult to find or replace. (You
know, break some glass or kink an aluminum trim piece that fits
only the convertible model.) After removal of all paint and reaching bare metal I was elated to discover a sound and rust free
body. Rust free but not dent free. There were a few body problems facing me that went beyond simple body filler and sandpaper. Two deep creases connected the front and rear wheel wells
on the drivers side and the last two feet of the entire body at the
rear wheel wells took a five degree hike to one side. The creases
succumbed to der Spitznagle and the back end was manhandled
back into place and reinforced with a supporting plate welded
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The body was stripped to bare metal.

red. Too many of those around.
All interior metal was shot with
Deltron gloss black and the
Violet-hued pearlescent was
applied to the exterior by master sprayer, Jay Cline.
Reassembly after paint began in the fall of 1993 and proceeded just fine until I narrowed parts on the shelves
down to the box-full of convertible components which had
been handed to me at the time
of the sale. Trim pieces were
missing and this became a perplexing interruption . Apparently BMW never kept schematics of the convertibles
which left me stranded in that
direction. Secondly, I was unable to locate another convertible to create a pattern from in

The beautiful finished product - note the flawless bodywork.

Primer was applied before the final coat.

the Puget Sound area. It was not until late in the game that a rough but complete car
was located in central Oregon. Bill Darland of Eugene was kind enough to offer me the
loan of his top assembly. I hopped an early morning flight to Eugene and with the loan
of Bill's tools, ground the rusted and inaccessible fasteners off by noon and boarded the
plane with the top assembly in my hands that afternoon. I was able to fabricate and
duplicate missing metal components and the borrowed assembly gave Paul's Auto Upholstery a model top copy and they stitched together both top and sumoof before the
end of the year.

The Big Debut
It was at this same time that I acquired
a deadline for completion of the project.
The Center on Contemporary Art in downtown Seattle was preparing for a most interesting exhibit scheduled to open in April
of 1994. The Kustom Kulture show was
an exhibit that highlighted works of art by
the fifties custom car legends; the late Von
Dute h and sixties Rat Fink originator himself, Ed "Big Daddy" Roth. The curators
of the show asked me to debut the lsetta
at this show and I must say for an old
hotrodder from the fifties like myself, the
thought of being included in this slice of
Americana was ample reason to hustle.
It was nice having the car out of my
hair for a couple of months while it sat at
C.O.C.A. and shortly after that show was
over it was time for the July '94 Puget
Sound BMW ACA Concours d'Elegance
at Columbia winery. After a second place
in the vintage class, the car returned to its
old hibernation spot at my residence where
it snoozed the remainder of the year and
into the spring of 1995. Then it was back
to our Little Hammers shop. Amongst unfinished business taken care of during its
winter rest was the acquisition of rear rims
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What's in a Title
The "lsetta from
Hell" title was my
idea, not Milo's. So
don't read too much
into it. It's simply what
I thought of when I
saw this car. An lsetta
hot hod! The lsetta
from Hell! Milo did
add to the theme by
having the outdoor
photographstakenin
a cemetery.
Thanks to Milo for
the fine article and to
the photographer,
Valerie Broach.
- David Lightfoot

and tires. With the help of Marsh's Racing
Tires in Arkansas we were able to fit a 10.00
X 10 dirt track tire on a specially ordered
ten inch carbon fibre racing wheel. These
wheels were actually Mini Cooper racing
rims that had to be bought at the factory as
a blank before being drilled for the bolt pattern. It was a "prepay and wait" situation
that somehow consumed four months before
I actually got my hands on them. For the
car to accept the whole works and avoid rubbing against shocks, springs and or fender
wells I had to make a pair of one and onesixteenth inch thick aluminum spacers and
rework the hubs. The car was finished within
hours of departing for San Francisco as it
was registered to be in the Fourth Annual
Microcar Nationals, that event's first appearance on the West Coast. With the rush, the
weekend resembled a bomb-run more than
a trip lasting a total of 84 hours; a twentyhour drive down, a day of viewing micro
cars, awards hoopla and then a twenty-hour
drive back. The car returned with two trophies: Oddest Conversion and Peoples'
Choice.
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Questions, Anyone?
It's difficult to own an lsetta without
having to field an incredible number of
questions from people. In general most
people seem to have had something to do
with one in their past and are curious to
know more. How big is the motor? (300
c.c.) How is it to drive? (Fun) How do you
get in it? What kind of mileage to you get?
(50 mpg) What did it cost new? ($900) Is
it street legal? (Yes) Two stroke? (Four
stroke) How much does it weigh? (780
lbs.) Where can I find one?
If you have one or are looking for one,
there are a few things I should pass on to
you. If you are unable to find a complete
car in the greater Seattle area you might
contact Bill Darland in Eugene, Oregon,
503-344-2518. Bill is the most active parts
source on the West Coast at the present
time and always seems to know the whereabouts of a complete car. lsetta John
Wetzell (201-939-2208) in Rutherford,
New Jersey is responsible for some beautiful reproduction items as well as a used
parts inventory. Once you have secured
your car you will need the technical guidance offered by John Jensen's book, "Isetta
Restoration." 104 Arlington Ave .,
Kensington, California 94707. Lastly you
should join the Micro Car Club, P.O. Box
43137, Upper Montclair, New Jersey
07043 and receive the excellent bimonthly publication Minutia. If all the
above are not enough you can just contact
me at 206-324-3701 for non-professional
support.

A lake pipe and chrome wheels on an lsetta?

"1958

& ~LE

Any lsetta's most distinguising feature
is the front-opening door.
Milo's is one of only 25-30 lsetta Convertibles in America .

S E R V I C E

--~~

C E N T E R

Auto Detailing
Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Showroom Quality Results · We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar 's Products for Club Members

Pick-Up le Delivery
Downtownnexttofreeway Park
7th Ave. (Hubbell Pl.) & Seneca

622 9800
•

Member of Professional
Detailing Associaiton
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We Get Letters •

• •

Mr. & Mrs. David Lightfoot
Editors-in-Chief, Zundfolge
BMW ACA - Puget Sound Chapter
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Lightfoot:
The "Spartanburg Teething Troubles" article in your August issue caught my
attention and that of several of the dealers in the Puget Sound area. It is always
problematic when one news source relies on what another news source has published
without asking the individual or company involved their opinion about the report. The
Car article cited in Zundfolge offers highly speculative conclusions and many inaccurate facts.
When the factory opened last year, BMW Manufacturing'said it would build 300
cars per day by the end of 1996. As of today, about 7,000 cars have been built in
Spartanburg which is in line with the start-up plan. The numbers in the Car article are
longer term production goals, but are inaccurate for the dates assigned to them.
There have been some deviations in production goals during the start-up period.
You have to remember that it took only 23 months from the start of construction to
customer delivery of the first car. The challenge during this period was to start up all
production departments, body shop, paint shop and assembly, simultaneously. That
was a first for BMW. Quality targets were set very high and only when they were met
did BMW Manufacturing begin working towards producing that quality in higher
quantity to meet production goals.
The Honda-BMW connection is overstated. Al Kinzer, President of BMW Manufacturing, was hired from Honda, as were a few other managers. The BMW Manufacturing management team which reflects experience from a cross section of the
automotive industry and from non-automotive manufacturing environments. Most of
the 1,200 associates come from upstate South Carolina.
Instead of just rehashing the Car article, BMW would like to offer you some news.
Attached is a press release announcing ISO certification, making the factory one of
only two automobile plants in the U.S. with this international quality standard.
Since BMW wants your members to have the most accurate
information, please use me as a resource.
Sincerely, Thomas 0. McGum
Corporate Communications Manager
BMW of North America

• Hand Car Washing

• Interior Shampoo

• Polish & Wax

• Full Detailing
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' Free pick up & delivery wilh Full Service
VISA/MC

641-9932
13600 N.E. 16th Street
Bellevue, WA 98005 (by Furney's Nursery)

CAMPBELL/NELSON

Editor's Response
Subsequent to receiving Tom McGum's letter, I spoke to Tom
over the phone. I sincerely appreciated Tom taking the time to
tell BMW's side of the story and told him so. I am also flattered
to hear that the local dealers and Tom read Zundfolge each
month. Tom also shed some light on the '96 M3 situation.
I don't usually write about Zundfolge because I think members would rather read about BMWs. But this is probably a good
time to discuss the club's magazine.
Zundfolge is the publication of the club and is a product of
member contributions. Most of the contributions come from the
Zundfolge staff. It is a staff of volunteers and amateurs. Nevertheless, we pride ourselves on a high degree of accuracy and
timeliness. We also are very careful to maintain our objectivity.
That means we report both good and bad. We appreciate our
good relationship with BMW. We also recognize that when a car
club gets too cozy with the manufacturer, objectivity is lost. We
don't want Zundfolge to become a mere promotional piece for
selling BMWs.
The M-formation section of Zundfolge is generally regarded
as the favorite area of the magazine. The intention is to present a
"BMW news digest." We gather BMW news from every source
we can find and present it if we feel it will be of interest to our
readers. We don't print just good news. Most M-formation is
second hand and often speculative. We cite our sources so that
readers will know and to comply with copyright laws. We even
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Auto-'Wrecking
USED PARTS
REBUILD ABLES
___,,=~~ USED CARS

The Northwest's largest selection for BMW
SAAB
Quotes Gladly!

==

(206) 771-4931

quality

E8l

USED PARTS
205th & Aurora

PORSCHE

vw
AUDI

OPEN
8:30 to 5:00
SAT. 9:00 to 4:00

Across from Aurora Village

.

print conflicting stories so that readers
can draw their own conclusions. We
believe in an aggressive approach to
providing our readers with information
about BMWs.
I appreciate Tom McGum's offer to
be a resource and I intend to use that
resource in the future.
- David Lightfoot

BMW Manufacturing Corp.
Receives ISO Certification
BMW's American production plant
has been awarded worldwide quality
certification, clearing the way for BMW
Manufacturing Corp. to begin exporting
cars to more than 100 countries from the
Spartanburg County, South Carolina
plant.
The ISO 9002 certification was
conducted by TIN America Inc., a
subsidiary of TIN Bavaria/Saxonia. The
certification was issued by the international organization TUV Cert based in
Bonn, Germany.
The South Carolina plant is one of
only two U.S. automobile manufacturing
facilities that has achieved the international quality certification, which is
required in addition to product licensing

VINES
Specializing in
BMW Parts
NEW
&
USED
•
Sheetmetal & Interiors
•
Engine & Transmissions
•
Maintenance Items
& Accessories
•
Exhaust & Brake Parts
•

2460 Morgan Road S.E.
Bessemer, Alabama 35020

(205) 426-2697

for export. With the certification of the
Spartanburg County facility, all BMW
manufacturing plants are now ISO
certified.
The ISO standards, when achieved,
are considered an indicator that companies operate under a process that
consistently ensures top quality production. The standards have been adopted
by more than 80 countries.
"Because this is a relatively new
plant, implementing such a process is
not so easy," commented Joachim
Korallus, vice president for vehicle
technology at TIN America. "People
were extremely motivated and really
interested in living up to ISO standards.
It was always a team effort. They always
said 'We at BMW'."
The first shipments to customers
began in March 1995 after BMW's
quality auditors verified that the South
Carolina plant had met the company's
standards. To date, more than 7 ,000
automobiles have been produced. This
production level is in line with the startup plan.
Meeting BMW's quality standards,
and achieving ISO certification, were the
key priorities in this year. The majority

of the cars produced to date have been
distributed throughout North America.
"I commend our associates for this
achievement. In a period of a little more
than two years, we have built a 1.2
million square foot plant; installed,
tested and now certified our manufacturing systems; and have produced and
shipped more than 7 ,000 cars," Al
Kinzer, president of BMW Manufacturing Corp., said. "And soon, we will
begin production of the first BMW to be
built exclusively in America-the BMW
Z3 Roadster."
BMW's North American parts
supplier network has tripled to more
than 65 companies. Fourteen suppliers
are locating within a one-hour drivetime from the plant in South Carolina.
More than 1,200 associates work at
the South Carolina plant and that
number will grow to about 1,400 by the
end of 1995.
- BMW Manufacturing
Corp. Press Release
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BMW
PARTS
SERVICE
823-1212
Gordon Kortlever
13MW Specia list
Pete Jackson
Service Consultant

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N.E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823-1212

,... ,...t~PERFORMANCE
f'i\rcs
TIRES
"-i!c\'Y\' &WHEELS
PRICE:
Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pire ll i, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Miche lin, 8.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
SERVICE: Friend ly, informed sales
peop le; FREE tire mo un ting using
European Tire Machines tor Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting . All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
12540 N.E. 124th Street
f
Kirkland (Totem Lake)

?".J

-_:
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8!1 ·9100

13310 Bel-Red Road
Be llevue (Next to O lymp ic
Boats, behind JS Factory Carpets)

641·7300
11,00I illllilll credit plH O.A.C. witll no lllOfttl down.
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1996M3

For America

For Europe

There hove been rumors on the Internet and in the press that
there will be no '96 model M3 for the U.S. market. Speculation
was an emissions problem. However, that's not the case since the
EPA rules ore unchanged.
However, there is a new low dealing with dotes of manufacture
and U.S. certification. BMW is dealing with the low in this way
related to the M3: There will be no 1996 M3 sold in the
U.S. The 1995 model M3 will be built through the end of 1995.
A stock of inventory will be built up before year end so that U.S.
dealers con continue to sell the '95 M3 until about September
1996. Special order will probably be impossible in 1996 and
selection may get a little spotty during spring and summer.
In about September 1996, the '97 M3 will be introduced. It
will probably use a version of the engine used in the new Euro
M3 (see adjacent item).
During 1996, the M3 will also get a lot of competition - from
the new 328i. The Euro M3 hos been upgraded to maintain the
performance gap. But the U.S. M3, which already hos considerably less power than the European model, will be unchanged. The
garden variety 328i is such a formidable performer, the M3 will
be pressed.
One other issue on the 328i. As we reported lost month, the
aluminum V8s are incurring problems with the high sulfur content
of U.S. fuels. The sulfer dissolves the nickel silicate coating on the
cylinder walls. In extreme coses, the result con be engine seizure.
BMW will be putting cylinder sleeves in the V8s to solve the
problem. However, the new aluminum six cannot be sleeved .
Since the six uses the some block material as the V8s, other
solutions are needed. The 328i is coming to America, so BMW
feels they hove o handle on the problem.

The new 1996 model M3 hos been introduced in Europe. The
main difference from the '95 M3 is the engine. The '96 model
gets a bored and stroked version of the new aluminum in-line sixcylinder motor. At 3.2 liters, the engine produces 321 hp compared to 286 hp for the '95 . Torque climbs from 236 lb. ft. to
258 lb. ft.
More than just capacity hos been changed. Compression is
now 11 .3 to one and the engine management system is oil new.
There is also a second oil pump to deal with the g-forces the new
M3 con generate.
This miracle engine makes more power, uses less gos, is
quieter, and emits fewer emissions. It will not cook your breakfast,
but it will cook: at 0-60 mph in 5.4 seconds, it is the fastest
accelerating BMW ever.
The new Euro M3 now comes standard with a six-speed
transmission. The car is also lighter than the '95, largely due to
using the aluminum doors of lost year's M3 lightweight.
The car's top speed is governed by microchip to 155 mph, the
maximum agreed to by BMW and Mercedes-Benz for oil models.
However, replacing the politically correct chip with an aftermorket
renegade chip allows the M3 to top 170 mph.
All these improvements to the Euro M3 are necessary to
maintain the performance gap between the garden variety 328i
and the M3. The 328i now has 193 hp, which compares well to
the first generation M3 .
Of course, the 328i and M3 have different characters. The
M3's suspension is firmer and the steering is quicker. No automatic transmission is available in the Euro M3. And the M3 still
comes standard with forged alloy wheels and huge tires. (Car)
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News

Grassroots Motorsports to Feature
BMW Race Cars in Upcoming Issue
The November/December 1995 issue of
Grassroots Motorsports will spotlight a variety
of high-performance and race-prepared
BMW cars. Scheduled to appear in this
special section: a profile on a former Group
A Evolution Ill M3 currently racing in the Far
East; the conclusion of an Improved Touring
B 2002 Project Car; a track test of an
AutoThority-prepared M3; and a rogues
gallery of other BMW race cars. A profile on
the new BMW CCA Club Racing program is
also scheduled for an upcoming issue.
Grassroots Motorsports is now in its eleventh year of publication. It is a colorful
national glossy bimonthly, how-to-oriented
magazine for the serious sports car enthusiast. In addition to profiles on all the popular
sports and sporty-type cars, new and old .
The publication features how-to restoration
and hop-up information, as well as complete event coverage of amateur sports car
motorsports.
Of special note to BMW owners are the
many back issues which have covered the
marque: profiles and histories of the 1602
and 2002; multi-part project car build-ups of
a street 2002, an autocross 320i and a race
2002; track tests of the 3 l 8is and 325is; threeseries racing hop-ups; history of the Ml , M3
and MS; and a history of the 700. Back issues
are still available.
Any sports car enthusiast interested in
obtaining a FREE sample of Grassroots
Motorsports may write GRM at 425 Parque
Dr., Ormond Beach, FL 32174; the magazine's
on-line CompuServe address is 72123,2625.
For quicker service, please call (904) 6734148.

1...---------------------'

The new 5series will be
introduced this
month (September)
at the Frankfurt
Auto-show. This is
the fourth generation of the 5-series.
The first 5s will be
available to
German dealers in
early December.
The U.S. will get
this car next spring.
(Whispering Bomb)

Dial 1-800-CONFUSED

The coming model year should be the most confusing ever for BMW fans. BMW is
using different model year designations for their various series depending on the circumstances. And the circumstances are going to be very weird.
The 1995 M3 will be available through the end of next summer. Then the 1997 M3 will
be introduced; there will be no '96 M3. Confused? It gets worse.
The new 5-series will be available in the spring '95 as 1997 model. Meanwhile, the rest
of the line-up will be 1996 models.
Thus, come next spring/summer, your friendly local BMW dealer will be peddling
BMWs badged '95, '96 and '97. If you can keep this all straight and remember it, you'll be
the king ofBMW trivia ten years from now.
The reason for all this confusion? A new federal regulation (surprise!) dealing with
manufacture dates that takes effect January 1, 1996.

Rumor has it that most new BMW models will come with aten vear, 100.000
mile warrantv. This is possible since the new engines require almost no maintenance apart
from oil
chanuesand
the transmisASE & Factory Trained
2040 152nd Avenue N.E.
sions are
Technicians
Bellevue/Redmond
sealed. fW/lisBosch&OEM
Overlake area, seNing the Eastside
Parts and Service
pefinu81111111

(206) 746-7141
Rental and loaner car and free
towing in greater Seattle on
major repairs.
If you are thinking of quality service, honesty,
competitive pricing and the job done right the first time,
think of
Bellevue Motor Works.
• All mechanical works, factory scheduled maintenance
including extended warranty work.
• We now offer lifetime brake, radiator, muffler and
rack & pinion service.
• Windshield replacement/we pay deductible up to $100.

,--------,--------,
The fusion of medicine and manufacturing has begun: surgeons at the
Munich-Grosshadem University Clinic are working with engineers and
computer experts at the BMW Research and Development Center in
Munich to make human replacement parts. They combine computer
tomography medical scans and stereolithography, an "instant
prototyping" technique, to create polymer parts, including human pelvis,
spines, and jawbones. The parts have been us,e d in experimental surgery
in Europe (Popular Science)

$5
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: Castrol Oil Service : Repair or Service
I
wash &vacuum
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NEW MEMBERS

Decaf, 'Skinny
Alpina has stuffed a 4.6-liter
version of the V8 into a 3-series.
The result is the Alpina B8 4.6, at
a cost of $89,200. The car only
matches the Euro M3 in acceleration to 60 mph. and is marginally
quicker to 100. The Euro M3 is
about $30.000 cheaper and gets
better mileage. It seems the Alpina
B8 4.6 is like a decaf latte with
non-fat milk: why bother? (Roundel)

Production of the current MS ends
in September (for Europe - it hasn't
been available in the U.S. for a couple
of years). Tue problem for BMW M is
what to replace it with. Ideally, a new
all alloy six cylinder would be used.
But that's too expensive for just the
MS. A 4.0-liter VB is more likely. A
decision will be made within six
months. (AutoWeek)

Member

Referred By

BMWs

Jack Eiler
Marlon Familton
Richard Omata
David & Cheryl Wood
Michael Robinson
Camden Hall

Concours
Track Event

'671600

David Johnson
Francisco & Maria Bazan
Raymond Sam
Michael Akien
Andreas Gruendel
Craig Lacross
Howard Roo
John & Anne Siess
Donald & Coral Barton
Barbara Mead
Randy Goins
Daryl Savage
Darryl Havens
Slawek Pytlasinski
Tim Heikell
Burke Shethar
Steve Okimoto
Zygi Goldenberg
James & Suzanne Torres
Tim Carter

BMW Seattle

Bradley's
Track Day

Concours
Concours
Concours
Concours
Concours
BMW Seattle
BMW Seattle
Track Day
Track Day
Track Day
Track Day
Track Day
Track Day
Internet

'88 M6
'89 525ix
'94 530i
'78 633Csi
'95M3
'83 M635Csi
'95 325iS
'84 318i
'89 M3
'92 750il
'61 lsetta
'87 325, '88 M3
'84 635Csi

'94 325i
'95 325is
'86 325i
'95 325i
'91 850i

The Latest In BMW Parts & Accessories
-

For BMW Cars Exclusively

HOOD PADS
MOSTMODELS

$52.45

SHORT SHIFT KIT
FROM

Urethane BUSHING KITS
$129.95
For 2002
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$137.95

K&N
Air
Filters

BMW Acquires Designworks/USA
Designworks/USA, the southern
California industrial design and product
development company, has become a
wholly-owned subsidiary ofBMW AG. The
company boosted its share of ownership
from 60 to 100 percent.
BMW bought into the firm in 1989 with
a 50 percent stake, adding another 10
percent in 1991. Some of the best known
BMW products to come from Designworks
are seats with integrated shoulder belts
found in the 8-series and the BMW E2
electric vehicle.
Designworks founder Charles Pelly says
he welcomes the funding the BMW
purchase will provide.
Designworks has traditionally devoted
half its efforts to product designs such as
cameras, computers and calculators. That
work will continue under BMW ownership.
Pelly also says that all ofDesignworks'
management will be retained. (Auto Week)
M3 Lite
The first ten M3 Lightweights are in
the country. All were prepped by BMW
NA's racing partner, Prototype Technology Group. The final 75 cars have been
pre-sold but have not been delivered yet.

(Auto Week)

SOUND TIRE
11011 Pacific Highway South
Seattle, WA 98168

1-800-882-2057
206-763-1273

~YYOKOHAMA
••proud to Sponsor the 1995 Solo II Series~
BMW CLUB MEMBER DISCOUNTS
HAND TORQUED LUG NUTS
TOUCHLESS WHEEL MOUNTING
FREE MOUNTING

DP

El BACH

KONI

STOCKING DEALER FOR YOKOHAMA RS SERIES
COMPETITION, ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE
AND HIGH PERFORMANCE TIRES
ALSO STOCKING MICHELIN, CONTINENTAL
AND BRIDGESTONE
HUNTER COMPUTERIZED 4-WHEEL ALIGNMENT

TOKICO

MOTUL
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Classified
Marketplace

2002. Buy a piece of history. BMW
is discontinuing the old classic
twin this year! The R60/7 is the
" 1970 1600" of the BMW motorcycle world . Aus Freude Am
Fahren.

Parts For Sale
Cars For Sale
1991 325iX 4x4 Red w/black
leather, 65K miles, two door, 5speed, heated seats, ski bag,
ABS, airbag, excellent for snow
and rain , handles great, well
serviced and maintained. Excellent inside and out. Asking S17,650
OBO, 783-6348.
1979 Euro Spec 635 restoration

project. Grey with black leather
Recaro interior, 5 speed, air and
sunroof. Like new 16" MSW alloys
with new 225 ZR50 16 RE71
Bridgestones. Car is straight and
complete but has rust in floor
pan. Comes with zero rust replacement unibody from 1980

Euro Spec car. Would prefer to sell
complete but may consider
parting out. $5300 OBO. Call if
interested. 509-965-2890.

MS Wheels, l 7x8 M5 "turbine" and
16x7 3-piece compomotives. Bill
Proud 824-8242.

·o ,.._ r::.~

Bikes For Sale
1978 Euro-spec R60/7 (600cc
expandable to 800), full fairing &
removable hard bags 40k miles.
Great entry level bike. $1850 743-

-

~

1973 2002 Inca (orange), all records from day one, very straight,
rebuilt transmission, engine. runs
great, Weber, ST springs, Bilstein,
alloys, sunroof, enthusiast-owned.
Excellent inside and out. Asking
$4150 OBO, 783-6348. Want good,
clean '72-'73 tii.

o~

O@~(iOO;l)a.P:UU

~~

c,

~o

A Catalog for
BMW Enthusiasts
Performance & Styling Specialists
Call for free 100 page color catalog
..
..
..
.,.
.,.
.,.

Aerodynamic Styling
Road Wheels & Lighting
Car Care & Novelties
BMW Replacement Parts
Tech Tips , Product Pointers & More
Low Prices & Quick Turnaround

Stop by our exciting catalog
showroom when traveling in New England .
Quality replacement parts for over 18 years.

Toll Free:

1•800•535•2002

Fax Your Orders 24
Hours: 1-800-507-2002
...... .... .
-~

;

eavar1an
auto service
44 Exeter Street, Newmarket, NH 03857

Deadline for the October issue
is September 29.
Classified Advertising Policy:
Classified ads are free to members in good standing (paid up
dues) . There is a $10 fee to nonmembers. Photo classifieds are
$15 to members, $25 to non-members. Zundfolge staff reserves the
right to edit all classified ads. Ads
must be typed or neatly printed
and sent toZundfolge, c/o Lucena
Lightfoot, 2641 39th Ave. W.,
Seattle, WA 98199. Attn : Classified ads. Make checks payable to
BMW ACA.
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Club Discoun"ls

The following busi·
nesses have generously
agreed to extend price
discounts to BltW ACA
Puget Sound Region
members. To get the
discounts. members
must show their membership cards before
the purchase is transacted. Discounts may
not be made after the
sales form is completed. Extra paperwork cost the dis·
counting business
money just when that
business is offering to
save us money. so.
please make sure to
take your card and
show it when you
place your order. This
will protect this program for all.
The Club intends to
keep this list current
and publish it on a
periodic basis. If anyone has any questions
or suggestions of
businesses to be added
to the list. please call
Roger Wales at 743·
9246 ..
These businesses.
like all others. undergo personnel
changes from time to
time. Because of this.
it is possible that you
may not get the correct response when
you present your card.
Please make sure that
you confirm the discount directly with
the business as you
place your order. If
you have any questions. please call Roger
Wales. He will be
happy to assist in
resolving any misunderstanding. however.
the Club cannot guarantee a favorable
outcome.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BMW of BelleYUe
15% on Parts and Service
13617 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98005 643-4544
BMW Northwest
10% on Parts
4011 20th St. E., Tacoma, WA 98424
922-8700

Exeter Garage
10% off on Meguiar's Mirror Glaze
Professional Products
Next to Freeway Park
7th Ave. (Hubbell Pl.) & Seneca
Seattle, WA 622-9800

German Car Spec•aUst:s
15% on parts
12408 SE 38th, Bellevue 644-7770

BMW Seattle
15% on Parts and Accessories,
10% on Labor
714 E. Pike St., Seattle, WA 98122
Sales: 328-8787; Service: 328-2300;
Parts: 328-7788

Jess•ca N. Greenway, CFP
Financial Consultant
Complimentary consultation to club
members
605 Fi.J:st Ave., Mutual Life Bldg.
Suite 505, Seattle 292-8483

Hahn BMW (Yakima)
15% on Parts and Accessories
1201 S. 1st St. , Yakima, WA
1-509-453-9171

Keftn P. Ba•ley, LUTCF
Insurance and Investment Planning
Free consultation to members
11911 NE 1st St., B-306
Bellevue, WA 98005 688-0550

AAA F•re and Safety
Wholesale Prices
3103 3rd Ave. N., Seattle (West of
Fremont Bridge on S. side of canal)
284-1721

Puget Sound T•re
Approx. 10% discount except for
Motorsports Tires and Specials
11011 Pacific Highway S., Seattle
763-1273

Bap-Geon
Seattle and Tacoma
Varying discounts depending on type
of part or accessory
1325 E. Madison, Seattle 322-4366
5002 S. Washington St., Tacoma
475-9421

Seattle Mot:orsports
15% member discount on service
701 9th Ave. N., Seattle, 281-0228

BelleYue Motor Works
15% on Parts (New only)
2040 152nd Ave. NE , Bellevue
746-7141

Str•ctly BMW
10% on everything subject to a
maximum discount of $30.
2111 140th Ave. NE, Bellevue
747-6044

B•mmers Only
10% to 40% on OEM parts. Independent service. Free set back of service
interval lights for do-it-yourselfers.
Same location but address has
changed to:
318 140th SW, Everett 743-2002
ColUs•on Craft, Ltd.
15% discount on deductible
9125 Willows Road, Redmond
883-8556

Shaw & Assoc., CPA
10% discount to club members
1333 N. Northlake Way, Suite G,
Seattle 548-0102

TNT
Up to 25 % on Parts and Accessories
6717 Roosevelt Way NE, Seattle
524-5151
Walt's Rad•ator & MuMer
20% discount on parts
18 locations (location managers
should know about discount. If one
doesn't, ask him to call Rich at the
main store)

BMWACA
Puget Sound Region

BMW AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA
Puget Sound Region
P.O. Box 1259 • Bellevue, Washington 98009
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